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Abstract: Membrane-type acoustic metamaterials have received much
attention for low-frequency sound manipulation, especially in the form
of decorated membrane resonators. In this paper, such resonators are
obtained using fused deposition modeling. Beyond the practical aspects
provided by this manufacturing method, the low density of the flexible
filament used increases their effectiveness. Indeed, the mass usually
added to the membrane center can easily be divided into several disjoint
elements. Using rotary inertia of the added structures, new peaks of efficiency in both absorption and normal transmission loss appear when
compared to usual decorated membrane resonators.
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As society evolves, new technologies emerge. They should be considered to respond to
persistent problems such as sound absorption at low frequencies. Three-dimensional
(3D) solid prototyping printers are already used to obtain efficient sound diffusers, but
still marginal for creating acoustic absorbers. In fact, the basic idea is based on using
porous or fibrous material to get efficient sound absorbers.1 In order to provide low
frequency modal control, such absorbers tend to be too bulky.2 However, composite
materials have been proposed in recent years in response to the dual issue of efficiency
and compactness.3
Recently, sub-wavelength absorbers have been proposed, particularly in the
form of membrane-type acoustic metamaterials4 (MAMs). These MAMs have shown
efficient sound absorption in the low frequency regime.5 To this end, decorated
membrane resonators (DMRs) with tunable weights have been developed.6–8 The core
mechanism is to obtain a dissipative system through the elastic deformation of the membrane,9 this latter being enhanced by the high energy density achieved through resonance (the high density regions being non-radiative). Yang et al.10 demonstrated that
the optimum absorption for a DMR is limited to 50% of the incident energy if the wave
is incident from only one of its side, while coherent perfect absorption is obtained with
another sound incoming from the opposite direction with the same intensity but opposite phase. Such mechanism is unrealistic in practical applications, so other strategies as
achieving total absorption by hybridizing two DMR resonances through the application
of a thin gas layer are carried out (using multiple scattering generated by a back reflecting surface).11 The deep-subwavelength scale of such cavity provides robust impedance
matching and performs as a point acoustic sink in the vicinity of the DMR’s anti-resonance.10 The very narrow absorption bandwidth can be advantageous in frequencyselective applications but it could be also interesting to expand or increase the occurrence of absorption peaks, especially for sound insulation purpose.12
In this work, we show that by using split rings, DRM’s efficiency could be
strongly improved by the motion of its added elements. First, we propose few DRM
designs which are easily produced with 3D printing. Then, we highlight their acoustic
performances using experimental measures and numerical simulations.
Figure 1(a) presents the geometric definitions of the MAMs, the membrane
radius is set to 50 mm in order to be easily mounted in a Br€
uel & Kjær impedance tube.
These are obtained by a fused deposition modeling machine (MakerBot Replicator 2)
using Ninjaflex (Ninjatek, Manheim, PA) flexible filament (q ¼ 1200 kg/m3,
E ¼ 13.2 MPa). The first investigated DMR is made with a central mass of 1.5 g (which
a)
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defines the platelet radius rp ¼ 10 mm and its height hp ¼ 4 mm), while the membrane
itself weighs four times heavier. Here, the study of inertial effects of additional structures
is privileged over other phenomena (e.g., mode hybridization), thus the ratio between
the platelet and the membrane masses is deliberately chosen low. 3D-printed DMRs are
evaluated with an impedance tube by the four-microphone transfer matrix method
(ASTM E2611-09). Based on these experimental results, preliminary numerical studies,
using finite element method (FEM), have also verified by using a correlation procedure
the reasonable assumption of a constant damping, defining an isotropic structural loss
factor.13 Furthermore, the prestresses (r  0.35 MPa) of the 3D-printed membranes
used in the numerical simulations, mainly due to direct mounting on the impedance
tube, are determined following the method derived by Wen et al.14
Figure 1(b) shows a rather good agreement between the measured normal
transmission loss (TLn) and the results of the numerical model using the above
assumptions. Averaging the membrane displacements results in three null displacements at 100, 180, and 260 Hz. The first and third ones correspond to absorption peaks
while the second conforms to the TL maximum value. The first FEM application
depicted in Fig. 2 deals with the potential benefits that 3D printing can bring on
MAM performance. Nowadays, pasting a small metal disk on a membrane can be
considered as part of a usual procedure, even if the adhesion of this mass can quickly
become a problem. However, this process is time consuming, and often provides a low
lifetime object. Moreover, it does not make it possible to consider studying more complex structures. For the base DMR, in the investigated frequency range (80–1000 Hz),
four absorption peaks are obtained with identical values for both the composite DMR
and a printed membrane of a single flexible material (despite a platelet 6 times higher).
On the contrary, splitting the platelet in 12 equally spaced parts (placed accordingly to
the same outer radius rp ¼ 10 mm) results in very differentiated performances. In Fig.
2, the fully flexible MAM benefits the most from this layout: an optimal absorption
peak is observed at 150 Hz. This corresponds to the frequency for which the membrane
vibration is maximum on the ring defining the position of the platelets [cf. Fig. 2 (b)],

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Mounting a 3D-printed MAM on an impedance tube (Br€
uel & Kjær type 4206 or
7758). (b) Normal TL for the base DMR: the solid (respectively, dotted) line shows the calculated values
(respectively, experimental measures).
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Fig. 2. (a) Predicted (FEM) absorption coefficient of the DMR with a split platelet. The solid lines are for the
fully flexible MAM, while the dashed lines reflect the case where the added masses are rigid materials such as
steel. (b) Fully flexible MAM I: distributions of the elastic potential energy density (log-transformed values); II:
total displacements (adimensioned) within the membrane plane.

i.e., when the rotary inertia of the structures is maximized. Thus, high absorption is
achieved through the flapping motion of those structures.4 Here, the energy density in
the perimeter region of the elements of the split platelet is larger by several orders of
magnitude than everywhere else in the membrane. Thereby, a strong local dissipation
is achieved, bringing an absorption peak (the flapping motions of the split platelet coupling only minimally to the radiation modes). At 250 Hz, this energy density is still
around the outer perimeter of the elements, but, as the maximum vibration amplitude
moves away from these structures, the predominant absorption mechanism is that of
an average zero displacement of the whole membrane. Also, as two null averaged normal displacements are introduced by this phenomenon, an additional TL peak appears
at 130 Hz while the original optimum [cf. Fig. 1(b)] is shifted by 20 to 200 Hz. Indeed,
the energy required to rotate the attached masses is not radiated downstream of the
DMR, and thus a new peak in both the absorption and TL curves appears. Also, a
parametric numerical analysis has revealed that the choice of the number of the split
platelet parts (here 12) did not significantly affect the performance of the MAM.
However, a small frequency shift can be observed (e.g., þ15 Hz between a 4 and a 12
parts split platelet and only for the first peak) due to the local stiffness distribution
(the contact surface increases while the number of elements is decreased).
Two structured membranes (base DMR with an additional structure) are characterized in Fig. 3(a) via their TL. The first involves a flexible ring (outer radius
ro ¼ 26 mm and inner radius ri ¼ 24 mm, with a height of hr ¼ 4 mm for a weight of
1.5 g). The first two peaks are located near the DMR ones, while the third is shifted
from 100 Hz to high frequencies. Using another mass distribution as previously shown
in Fig. 2, only the first peak is conserved in position (height is adapted to retain the
EL540 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (6), June 2017
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) TL at normal incidence for 3D-printed MAMs. The solid line represents the fully flexible MAM consisting of the base DMR with an additional ring. The dotted line shows the same DMR but with
a split ring (with a height adjusted to maintain the same mass). (b) Kinetic energy distribution in the MAM
components. The vertical dashed lines indicate the frequencies for which the average displacement of the membrane tends to zero while the arrows locate TL peaks.

same total weight, thus hr ¼ 6 mm). Now, two peaks are located close to the original
DMR absorption mode. Numerical simulations performed on the same structured
membrane but with a rigid split ring (steel: q ¼ 7850 kg/m3, E ¼ 200 GPa,  ¼ 0.33; thus
hr ¼ 0.9 mm) have revealed that these modes are no longer present in this configuration. Indeed, for the base DMR, the membrane’s maximum amplitude of the second
peak (around 500 Hz) is located at the location of the ring radius. Thus, using a ring
has a marginal impact on vibrational properties of the base DMR, acting only as a
concentrated mass on the surface defined by the junction of the membrane and the
ring. Again, this is not a valid assumption for the split ring case as the maximum
kinetic energy density can be now located on the edge of the split ring elements. The
influence of such specific dynamic motion on the membrane displacements (so its
acoustic properties) is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). In this figure, the normalized kinetic
energies for the three MAM components (membrane, central mass, and split ring) are
drawn, indicating the TL peaks [cf. Fig. 3(a)] and membrane’s displacements with null
average. TLs are dependent on the ability of the membrane to transmit its energy to
its structures while the absorption can benefit from the strong bending of the structures
as an additional zero mean displacement appears in the vicinity of the new TL peak.
Thus, and as Fig. 2 has shown for the simple split platelet case, using structures with
small surface contact with the membrane but with a high moment of inertia can drastically improve the MAM performances.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the possibility of using a 3D-printed
MAM for low sound attenuation. This study testifies that a basic fused deposition
modeling 3D printer allows to obtain easily and quickly efficient MAMs, since the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (6), June 2017
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assembly process generally required for obtaining a DMR (gluing, riveting, etc.) is
avoided. Both numerical and experimental applications show similar results for composite and fully flexible DMRs. Moreover, a low density property of the flexible material can be employed to obtain additional structures with a higher moment of inertia.
Compared to usual DMRs, this leads to new peaks of efficiency in both absorption
and normal TL. Also, using rotary inertia of the added structures on a membrane is
potentially more efficient to deal with diffuse fields.
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